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DETAILS OF AWARDS FOR GALLANTRY

Appended are details of the acts of gallantry awards for which appeared

in the London Gazette of 19th August, 1941

Bar to the Distinguished Service Order

Colonel (temporary Brigadier) James Joseph KINGSTONE, D.S.O., M.C.,

(4968), late Cavalry.

After the defences of Fallujah had been penetrated by the enemy

infantry and tanks on 22nd May, Brigadier Kingstone was sent forward in

command of reinforcements. On arrival in the village, which was full of

enemy snipers, he found a scene of considerable disorganization. Although

he realized that, owing to difficulties of terrain, no reinforcements could

arrive for at least two hours, he at once commenced personally to reorganize

the defences and put new heart into all those with whom he came in contact.

By his personality, energy and drive and complete contempt for danger,

he restored what might have easily been a serious situation.

The Military Cross

Captain Peter Harry Mitchell MAY (56729),
The Durham Light Infantry.

During the initial attack on the Customs House, CAPUZZO Area on 15th

May, 1941, Captain May’s Company came under intensive Machine Gun and Breda

fire and all his Platoon Commanders were killed. Captain May at once took

control and led a bayonet attack on to the Customs House where a number of

the enemy were killed. He then led a further attack with the bayonet on

to a position 500 yards beyond his objective which he again captured. His

personal courage and example were largely responsible for the capture of the

Company objective which was held in the face of intensive Machine Gun and

Breda fire for five hours. It was only given up in the face of a strong

counter attack by enemy tanks.

The Distinguished Conduct Medal

No. QX. 2687 Lance-Corporal Alexander John TAYLOR,

Australian Military Forces.

On the night of 3rd/4th May, 1941
,

at TOBRUK, during an attack on enemy

machine gun positions, Lance-Corporal Taylor was detailed to contact the

Platoon on his left. On three occasions he crossed ground swept by enemy

machine gun fire, located an enemy machine gun post, and on his own initiative

and single handed, advanced and wiped out the six men in the post with his

Tommy Gun. During the same night he helped his Section destroy an anti-

tank gun post, and remained behind alone to give the section covering fire

during their withdrawal after completing this task.

He afterwards remained behind with his Platoon Commander and gave covering

fire to the Platoon withdrawal. During this action Lance-Corporal Taylor was

wounded, but gallantly stuck to his job to the last. This most distinguished
conduct and display of courage was a great inspiration to all members of his

Platoon.

The Military Medal

No. VX.48151 Private Harold Percy CLARK,
Australian Military Forces.

Under heavy mortar and artillery and in face of machine gun fire,
Private Clark succeeded in restoring communication between Battalion

Headquarters and Post S6, when the line had been broken after the counter attack

by his Battalion west of TOBRUK on 17th May, 1941, when the Battalion was

counter attacking the enemy salient.
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Battalion Headquarters was in doubt as to whether the Battalion still held

Post S6 or not, as the wire had been broken soon after the commencement of the

action and the enemy were using smoke extensively. Private Clark, notwithstanding
his exhaustion after several hours repairing of lines in forward areas under heavy

fire, volunteered to follow the line the whole of the way to Post S6. Checking
back at frequent intervals he repaired several breaks, and had travelled a distance

of some 800 yards under heavy fire. This enabled direct communication to be

established with our troops who were found still to be in possession of Post S6.

Returning by way of Post S8 Private Clark connected that Post with Battalion

Headquarters and was ordered to remain there and maintain the line. Whilst there

he commenced observing enemy dispositions and was passing his observations continuously

to Headquarters, which made possible the giving of directed artillery in front of all

our lightly held forward positions. His courage and determination, and devotion to

duty, lifted him above his exhaustion and helped in no small measure to maintain the

fighting spirit of the survivors until their evacuation.

No.4450564 Private Harry MEDFORTH,
The Durham Light Infantry (Burswick, Hull).

During the attack on Capuzzo on 15th May, 1941, when the attack of his Company

was held up by heavy machine gun and Breda fire Private Medforth was in a small

sangar with his Company Commander and seven other men. Two men were sent back to

Battalion Headquarters with a message and each was killed in turn. Private Medforth

immediately volunteered to take the message back. He was heavily fired on while

going going back but stopped to give his water bottle to a badly wounded man, and

eventually reached Battalion Headquarters, delivered his message and returned to the

Company.

His coolness and cheerfulness during the whole action set a fine example to the

men with him. In the evening after the position had been evacuated he returned and

brought back a Lewis machine gun which had been left behind.

The Indian Order of Merit (Second Class)

Jemadar Rithu Sing Rawat, I.D.S.M.,
18th Royal Garhwal Rifles.

This officer was in command of the right platoon engaged in a night attack on

a strongly wired enemy position on BALD HILL. Whilst quietly manoeuvring round a

flank, the platoon was suddenly attacked by a blinding and stunning shower of bombs

causing many casualties.

The Platoon Commander kept his head however and, assisted by his Company Commander

organised a counter charge on the Italian enemy following up their initial success.

He bayoneted two of the enemy, bombed others and this prompt and courageous leadership

at a critical period so dismayed the enemy that they quit their positions and fled

up the hillside. Throughout the campaign Jemadar RITHU SING RAWAT has shown himself

to be a cool, skilful and exceptionally determined leader and his gallantry is a

byword in the Battalion. His prompt and gallant leadership on this occasion un-

doubtedly saved a situation that might well have proved highly ugly.

The Indian Distinguished Service Medal

No. 660 6 Sowar Abdi Khan,
Indian Cavalry.

During an action at Tobruk on 27th May, 1941 under extremely heavy and continuous

artillery, mortar and machine gun fire the whole time, Sowar ABDI KHAN with one N.C.O.

left his position and ran across the open ground to help a seriously wounded British

Officer. He helped fetch a stretcher and started to carry the officer to cover,

while doing so, the stretcher was hit and damaged by a shell splinter. He then

brought up another stretcher and eventually got the wounded officer back to Troop

Headquarters from where he then returned to his post.
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